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DRIP-DROP, drip-drop, shall I at least set my lands in order? Hats off to Ron Haddrick in a major play you 
won’t want to miss. This veteran actor’s performance as Dodge marries the frail vulnerability of age and 
dependency with incoherent, deep-seated resentment which rises sharply to the fore. 
 
Like TS Eliot’s Fisher King, it’s been a metaphorically arid time down on the farm in mid-west Illinois, but 
now the unrelenting rain has arrived, and with it a couple of newcomers able to rip open the deceit stuffed 
into the cracks through the years. 
 
“Once it’s picked, you can’t put it back”, declares eldest son Tilden, who has returned home after years 
away in New Mexico where he says he thought he was dying, but just lost his voice. 
 
He has a secret he now wants revealed to the rabbit-fur-jacket-wearing vegetarian girlfriend of his son, 
Vince, who’s blown in. Vince is on a roadtrip, a memory lane of every milk bar and playing field that 
constituted his childhood. But it’s not happy families where girlfriend Shelly finds she’s landed when Vince 
is sent off to buy more liquor for old grandpa and doesn’t return. 
 
She’s stuck with creepy Dodge and poor benighted Tilden, who’s then chased out the back by limping 
younger brother Bradley, who has an axe to grind. 
 
In a debut direction for the State Theatre Company, David Mealor has had to stick to playwright Sam 
Shepard’s instructions for production, and the set is a static room with a decrepit plaster-lathe interior 
unrecognisable as ever being “Rockwell pretty as a picture”. 
 
Rain sounds come and go and perhaps it’s just as well not to have relentless noise. Glaring lights and spooky 
music knock you on the head to announce: here comes the symbolic part. But the fresh flowers and 
vegetables and genuinely shattering china provide verisimilitude that is thrilling. 
 
The fine cast does Adelaide proud: Patrick Frost quaking in his Father Dewis shoes; Nicholas Garsden 
husking corn as hulking Tilden; Patrick Graham’s malevolent bully-brother Bradley; fresh-faced Tim 
Overton’s exuberant Vince; Jacqy Phillips’ unrelentingly wonderfully mistress- matriarch Halie; 
unflappable Hannah Norris strident and striding to perfection as Shelly; and of course Ron Haddrick, in a 
role always to be recalled. 
 
Finding voice is thematic of this play and in its execution, a special acknowledgement should be made of the 
training that really shows by coach Helen Tiller. 
 
Sam Shephard is an award-winning, dashing actor, film director and playwright. Not a bad heritage for 
Buried Child, which won Pulitzer Prize in 1979. In this script you can see the genesis of the yearning 
loneliness and fractured dysfunction of family that brought cult status to Wim Wender’s 1984 haunting film 
Paris, Texas. You could wish for a Ry Cooder soundtrack but live stage always exerts its own beauty and 
veracity. 
 
With a few nods to Down Under, a footy chant and paperbag Ned Kelly mask, you might wonder, what 
could be done with a fully Australianised version? Way out West Australia? The Wimmera? Deep south 
Queensland? Someone, give that a go.	  


